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1. Introduction 
 

This report describes the state of the art in the field of mobile learning technologies and games 

that can be useful to train LCV (Light Commercial vehicles) drivers. It will provide support to 

trainers and VET providers in the use of ICT technologies in their training courses for LCV 

professional drivers. 

The term mobile learning technologies refers to a large variety of hardware and software 

technologies that can be used to create, deliver and access training contents and activities 

anywhere/anytime. In particular hardware technologies include mobile devices such as tablet, 

smartphones, e-book readers, but also desktop computers and more advanced technologies 

such as augmented reality (AR) and wearable technologies. For the purpose of the Sprinter Pro 

Driver project, the partners are interested in producing training contents and activities that can 

be delivered and are usable on different devices, in particular on desktop computers, tablets 

and smartphones. Software technologies include a variety of tools that can contribute to 

facilitate LCV drivers learning and help teachers in the process of content selection, creation 

and delivery. These may include existing mobile apps, web apps and games, specifically 

developed for LCV drivers, but also more generic tools useful to create new material, deliver 

the material to learners, manage a course (for instance authoring tools, LMS, social tools, etc.). 

In order to collect specific mobile apps and games for LCV drivers’ training, an online 

bookmarking system by means of Google+ community named “SPRINTER pro driver” 

(https://plus.google.com/communities/108065324565791322448) has been created. Google+ 

was chosen because it is a popular, flexible and powerful tool to share information. All partners 

use it to suggest tools and resources in English and National languages. 

A template to collect tools in a homogeneous way has been defined by the output leader and 

SUPSI. The following elements have been collected and specified for each app: 

TEMPLATE for adding a bookmark to the Sprinter community 

1. TITLE: ...... 

2. COMPETENCE: ...... (possibly one related to the O1 competence map) 

3. KEYWORDS: ...... (comma separated list of important keywords or categories, e.g. "eco 

driving, safeness") 

4.  LINK: ...... 

5.  DESCRIPTION: short description of the tool, 2-3 lines 

6. EDUCATIONAL USES: ... (suggestions for training uses) 

7. TYPE: ... (specify mobile app, web application, desktop application) 

[if available RUNNING OS: ... (for mobile app: iOS (iPhone, iPod touch, iPad), Android, 

WinPhone; for desktop application: Win, Linux, MacOS)] 

https://plus.google.com/communities/108065324565791322448
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8. COST: ... (Free, Free Trial nn days, Licence cost) 

9. LANGUAGE: ...... 

In the present report, the collection is analyzed and the tools are organized according to the 

areas identified in the “Competence Map defined in Output 1. 

The document is organized in two main parts: the first one analyses the tools collected through 

the online bookmarking system that are specific for LCV drivers training, the second part 

presents some generic tools and platforms for trainers to create interactive material and 

delivery to students.  
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2. Tools and resources to train LCV drivers 
 
In this section tools are organized according to the common topics or areas identified by 
partners in each country for LCV drivers training. These topics represent the basis for the 
competence map as described in the Methodological framework (Output 1).  

 

2.1 Load Security 
This area deals with securing of cargo for transportation and includes subtopics such as load 
space optimization, load positioning and lashing tools. Partners have identified a number of 
apps and games useful in this area. 

 

Load calculator 
 

  
 
COMPETENCE: to optimize cargo loading 

KEYWORDS: cargo loading, load space optimization 

LINK: https://www.searates.com/reference/stuffing/ 

DESCRIPTION: it is an application that allows drivers to calculate loading their goods 
into a container or a truck in the most optimal way. It is enough to fill the cargo details 
(type of cargo, width, height, length, number of units) and the load calculation 
algorithm determines their optimal positioning.  

EDUCATIONAL USES: it is useful to learn how to optimize cargo loading 

TYPE: web application (it is possible to use the application on SeaRates web site or 
integrate on your web site) 

COST: License cost: $20 per month for a year contract 

LANGUAGE: English, Arabic, German, Spanish, Russian and Chinese 

https://www.searates.com/reference/stuffing/
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Load securing 
 

 
 

COMPETENCE: this app helps you to calculate the lashing you need for safe cargo 
transport 

KEYWORDS: Safe cargo transport 

LINK: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.houdini.lathunden 

DESCRIPTION: this application allows you to quickly and easily calculate the amount of 
mortgages you need for safe freight transport under EN 12195: 2010. Different tables 
will show you how much unloading can be secured, but the App also provides an easy-
to-use calculator that lets you figure out the exact amount of attachments you will 
need based on the circumstances of your transportation. 

TYPE: an application for mobile devices 

 
 

CalcuEstibadora (stowage calculator) 
 

  
COMPETENCE: to optimize cargo loading 

KEYWORDS: cargo loading, load space optimization 

LINK: https://www.seguridadenlascargas.com/calcuestibadora/ 

DESCRIPTION: this application allows drivers to optimize cargo loading 

TYPE: Web app 

 
 
 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.houdini.lathunden
https://www.seguridadenlascargas.com/calcuestibadora/
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easycargo 
 

  
 

COMPETENCE: Cargo security 

KEYWORDS: Cargo security, loading planning 

LINK: http://www.easycargo3d.com/de/ 

DESCRIPTION: the optimal placement of the freight parts makes the best possible use 
of the cargo space and, in addition to the transport costs, also reduces the time 
required and thus additional costs. 

TYPE: Desktop (online in web browser) 

COST: one day € 4,90; one month € 39; one year = 33 € / month. All tickets and licenses 
can be reassigned to another user in the same company. 

LANGUAGE: Choice of several languages possible 

 

Dolores 3 
 

  
 

COMPETENCE: cargo security 

KEYWORDS: Cargo security, securing means 

LINK: https://itunes.apple.com/fi/app/dolores-3/id1123435322?mt=8 

DESCRIPTION: the load securing app allows comfortable calculation of the required 
load securing. 

TYPE: iPhone, iPad (Language: English) 

COST: free 

 

 

http://www.easycargo3d.com/de/
https://itunes.apple.com/fi/app/dolores-3/id1123435322?mt=8
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Brugg Lifting 
 

  
COMPETENCE: Calculation of the stop angle 

KEYWORDS: Stop angle, stop means 

LINK: https://itunes.apple.com/at/app/brugg-lifting/id482393641?mt=8 

DESCRIPTION: The app provides a tool for calculating the Beta angle, which quickly and 
easily determines whether the intended stop means and the dimensions of the load 
comply with the maximum permitted stop angle. 

TYPE: iPhone, iPad (only in English) 

COST: free 

 

SpanSet Zurr-Rechner 
 

  

 

COMPETENCE: cargo security 

KEYWORDS: cargo security 

LINK: 

https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/spanset-zurr-
rechner/id585235376?l=de&ls=1&mt=8 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.spanset.zurrkraft 

DESCRIPTION: Calculation of the required load 

TYPE: IOS, Android (Languages: German, English, French, Italian, Dutch)  

COST: free 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/at/app/brugg-lifting/id482393641?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/spanset-zurr-rechner/id585235376?l=de&ls=1&mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/spanset-zurr-rechner/id585235376?l=de&ls=1&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.spanset.zurrkraft
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easy LaSi Software 

 

 
 

COMPETENCE: Calculation of load securing 

KEYWORDS: Cargo security, charge calculation 

LINK: http://www.regupol-easylasi.de/#!Sicherungsartv 

DESCRIPTION: Calculation of load securing for truck transport 

TYPE: Desktop online (multiple languages selection)  

COST: free 

 

Lasi Rechner 

 

  
 

COMPETENCE: load securing 

KEYWORDS: Load securing, securing force 

LINK: http://ladungssicherung.lasiprofi.de/de/niederzurren.html 

DESCRIPTION: Program for calculating individual load securing types 

TYPE: Online Desktop (Languages: German, English free, additional 24 languages at an 
additional cost)  

COST: free in German and English 
  

http://www.regupol-easylasi.de/#!Sicherungsartv
http://ladungssicherung.lasiprofi.de/de/niederzurren.html
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2.2 Transport Planning 
This area deals with the organization and planning of transport and includes a number of 
subtopics such as route planning, parking search, traffic jam avoidance, transport finalization, 
etc. 
Partners have identified several apps and games useful in this area. 

 

CoPilot Truck Navigation 
 

 

COMPETENCE: route planning 

KEYWORDS: route planning, route optimization, offline navigation 

LINK: https://copilotgps.com/en/truck-navigation/ 

DESCRIPTION: it is a route planning and optimization app; it offers a lot of features: 
safe, offline navigation for Truck Drivers, Industry Standard Routing, Non-Distracting 
Guidance, Resequence Stops for Optimal Routes, Load and Commercial Vehicle-Specific 
Restrictions 

EDUCATIONAL USES: it is useful to optimize and plan routes 

TYPE: app for Android, iOS, Windows laptop 

COST: From £99.99 
LANGUAGE: wide range of languages 

 
 

Route4me 
 

 

COMPETENCE: route planning 

https://copilotgps.com/en/truck-navigation/
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KEYWORDS: route optimization, route planning, route sharing 

LINK:  https://route4me.com/ 

https://support.route4me.com/ 

DESCRIPTION: 

It is a route planning and optimization software solution. Route4Me helps to create an 
optimized route by properly sequencing multiple destinations. Route4Me also offers 
vehicle management and tracking, route management, driving directions, financial 
reporting, etc. 

EDUCATIONAL USES: It is useful to optimize, plan and share routes 

TYPE: web application (on Route4Me Website) and 3 mobile apps: Route4Me iPad App, 
Route4Me iPhone App and Route4Me Android App 

COST: various plans: Business, $999 per month 

LANGUAGE: English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Korean, 
Chinese, Dutch 

 
 
Waze: social gps navigation traffic & road reports 
 

 

COMPETENCE: route planning 

KEYWORDS: route, traffic jams, realtime 
LINK: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.waze 
DESCRIPTION: get the best route, every day, with real–time help from other 
drivers. Waze is the world's largest community-based traffic and navigation app. 
Join other drivers in your area who share real-time traffic and road info, saving 
everyone time and gas money on their daily commute.  

TYPE: an application for mobile devices 

COST: free 

https://route4me.com/
https://support.route4me.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.waze
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inRoute 
 

 

COMPETENCE: route planning 

KEYWORDS: route planning, intelligent navigation, weather alert 

LINK: http://carobapps.com/products/inroute/ 

DESCRIPTION: it allows the driver to plan optimal routes and chart the trip using 
weather, elevation, curves and more. Then it guides safely with voice with automatic 
severe weather alerts. 

EDUCATIONAL USES: it is useful to optimize and plan routes 

TYPE: app for iOS (available on the iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch running iOS 9.3 or 
higher) 

COST: from $14.99 
LANGUAGE: English 

 

Tom Tom Telematics 
 

  

COMPETENCE: Fleet optimization 

KEYWORDS: Information of the service 

LINK : https://integration.telematics.tomtom.com/es_es/ 

DESCRIPTION : Maintenance, identification of routes and location, ecological 
conduction, emergencies and health care 

 

http://carobapps.com/products/inroute/
https://integration.telematics.tomtom.com/es_es/
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Prezzi Benzina 
 

 

COMPETENCE: this app allows controlling fuel prices of different brands in Italy 

KEYWORDS: fuel, price, driver 

LINK: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.vernazza.androidfuel 

DESCRIPTION: Free application to see fuel prices throughout Italy and to make the best 
purchase decision. 

 

Inrix 
 

 
 
COMPETENCE: Data collecting to control traffic 
KEYWORDS: mobility, drivers, smartphone, connected cars 

LINK: http://inrix.com/ 

DESCRIPTION: with INRIX Traffic on your mobile device you can make smarter driving 
decisions. We update our Mobile Traffic App from billions of data points to provide you 
with accurate, real time, traffic information.  

 

Sygic GPS Navigation 
 

  

COMPETENCE: offline 3D navigation 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.vernazza.androidfuel
http://inrix.com/
http://inrix.com/
http://inrix.com/
http://inrix.com/
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KEYWORDS: Driving of vehicle safely 

LINK: http://www.sygic.com/gps-navigation 

DESCRIPTION: Driving of vehicles, safe and economical basic driving 

 
 

  

http://www.sygic.com/gps-navigation
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2.3 Vehicle Technology 
This area deals with the technical characteristics and maintenance of the vehicle and includes a 
number of subtopics such as ECO-drive technology, vehicle safety technology, etc. 
Partners have identified some apps and games useful in this area. 

 

Torque 
 

  
 

COMPETENCE: Maintenance and safety of vehicle 

KEYWORDS: Basic Maintenance 

LINK: https://torque-bhp.com/ 

DESCRIPTION: Diagnostic for vehicle 

 

Acar 

 

 

COMPETENCE: Maintenance and safety of vehicles 

KEYWORDS: Basic Maintenance 

LINK: http://www.fuelly.com/acar/ 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zonewalker.acar 

DESCRIPTION 

aCar is part of the Fuelly family. It can be used to track multiple cars, trucks, and 
motorcycles for fuel consumption, mileage and other services. It also includes 
integration with social media and the ability to export data for further reporting. 

TYPE: app for Android 

COST: free 

https://torque-bhp.com/
http://www.fuelly.com/acar/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zonewalker.acar
http://www.fuelly.com/acar/
http://www.fuelly.com/acar/
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Truck Fuel Eco Driving 
 

  

COMPETENCE: ECO driving 

KEYWORDS: low fuel consumption, safety, eco driving 

LINK: http://corporate.renault-trucks.com/en/press-releases/2012_10_22_an-
application-for-learning-how-to-eco-drive-a-truck.html 

DESCRIPTION: an application developed by Renault Trucks to discover the principles of 
economic driving 

EDUCATIONAL USES: Truck Fuel Eco Driving is an application that enables anyone to 
practice eco-driving a truck on their SmartPhone or tablet. This is a serious game for 
learning how to anticipate the characteristics of the road and reduce consumption 
without compromising efficiency.  

TYPE: mobile app, 

RUNNING OS: IOs on Applestore and Android on Google Play 

COST: free 

 

http://corporate.renault-trucks.com/en/press-releases/2012_10_22_an-application-for-learning-how-to-eco-drive-a-truck.html
http://corporate.renault-trucks.com/en/press-releases/2012_10_22_an-application-for-learning-how-to-eco-drive-a-truck.html
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Driver Defect Reporting 

 

 
 
COMPETENCE: Completing a Daily Walk Around Vehicle Check 

KEYWORDS: Defect Report, Daily Vehicle Check 

LINK: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.spottydog.dd 

DESCRIPTION: an app allows drivers to complete the daily vehicle walk around check. 
Where defects are found a picture can be taken of the defect and set to a suitably 
qualified person for support 

TYPE: Mobile App Android phones and tablets, iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Windows 
phones and Blackberry phones 

COST: free 

LANGUAGE: English  

 

 

Four Stroke Engine Operation 

 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.spottydog.dd
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COMPETENCE: Understanding the basic function principles of a four stroke  
internal combustion engine 

KEYWORDS: Internal Combustion Engine, Mechanical Engine Functions, Four Stroke 
Engine 

LINK: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rendernet.ottoengine 

DESCRIPTION: 3D interactive educational tool which demonstrates the workings of the 
four stroke internal combustion engine.  

EDUCATIONAL USES: Trainees will get a clear understanding of the mechanical function 
of a four stroke engine and how it interacts with the transmission 

TYPE: Mobile App Android 4.4 and Up 

COST: free 

LANGUAGE: Multiple European Languages 

 

 

Automobile Engineering  
 

COMPETENCE: Understanding all of the workings of the key component parts of a 
vehicle 

KEYWORDS: Engine components, manual and automatic transmissions, braking 
systems, electrical systems, clutch and ventilation 

LINK:  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.faadooengineering.free_automobi
leengineering&hl=en 

DESCRIPTION: a collection of video and slides outlining all of the component parts of a 
vehicle  

EDUCATIONAL USES: automotive engineering videos for trainees to study the basic 
knowledge of the function of the key motor vehicle components 

TYPE: Mobile App Android 4.4 and Up 

COST: free 

LANGUAGE: English 
  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rendernet.ottoengine
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.faadooengineering.free_automobileengineering&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.faadooengineering.free_automobileengineering&hl=en
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2.4 Communication and Customer services 
This area deals with communication and services provided to customers and includes subtopics 
such as service efficiency, information to the user, documentation processing, etc. 
Partners have identified some apps and games useful in this area. 

 

Fieldeas 
 

  

 

COMPETENCE: Customer service 

KEYWORDS: Information to the user of the service, track&trace 

LINK: https://www.fieldeas.com/tracktrace/ 

DESCRIPTION: Information, security and efficiency of the service 

 

flotasnet 
 

  

COMPETENCE: Customer service 

KEYWORDS: Information of the service 

LINK: http://www.flotasnet.es/flotasnet-mobile 

DESCRIPTION: information to the user of the service, driving the vehicle safely, safe and 
economical basic driving 

 
 

 
  

https://www.fieldeas.com/tracktrace/
http://www.flotasnet.es/flotasnet-mobile
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2.5 Health 
This area deals with different healthy aspects and includes subtopics such as first aid, 
correct posture, healthy eating, lifting and carrying of load correctly, movement of 
dangerous goods, etc. 

Partners have identified some apps and games useful in this area. 
 

 

First Aid American Red Cross  

 

COMPETENCE: Give all needed information to provide first aid in every circumstance.  

KEYWORDS: emergency, app, first aid,  

LINK: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cube.arc.fa 

DESCRIPTION: The official American Red Cross First Aid app puts expert advice for 
everyday emergencies in your hand. The app contains videos, interactive quizzes and 
simple step-by-step advice. 

 
 

emergenciassos 
 

  

COMPETENCE: Managing risk and emergencies 

KEYWORDS: Emergency  

LINK: http://emergenciassos.com/ 

DESCRIPTION: Emergency situations 

 

 
 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cube.arc.fa
http://emergenciassos.com/
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St John Ambulance First Aid 
 

  

 
COMPETENCE: First aid 

KEYWORDS: First aid, emergency situations 

LINK: Google Play and App Store 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=an.sc.sja&hl=da 

DESCRIPTION: this app includes the latest first aid advice and protocols for dealing with 
emergency situations. It is simple to follow with illustrated guides and voiced 
instructions 

TYPE: an application for mobile devices 
 

 

Food hygiene 

 

 

COMPETENCE: Hygiene passport 

KEYWORDS: food hygiene, hygiene passport 
LINK: 

http://www03.edu.fi/oppimateriaalit/ruokaahygieenisesti/app/ 
http://www04.edu.fi/elintarvikkeidenpakkaaminen/ 
http://www03.edu.fi/oppimateriaalit/purtavaapuhtaasti/ 

DESCRIPTION: Edu.fi is a web service maintained by the National Board of Education to 
support teaching and learning and their development. The specific goal of the site is to 
support the teaching use of ICT.  

EDUCATIONAL USES: Food Hygiene is an application that enables anyone to practice 
food hygiene on their SmartPhone or tablet. This is a serious game for learning how to 
handle hygienic habits during transport.  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=an.sc.sja&hl=da
http://www03.edu.fi/oppimateriaalit/ruokaahygieenisesti/app/
http://www04.edu.fi/elintarvikkeidenpakkaaminen/
http://www03.edu.fi/oppimateriaalit/purtavaapuhtaasti/
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TYPE: mobile app, Laptop.  
COST: free, in Finnish. 

 

ADR Advisor 
 

  
 
COMPETENCE: Handling dangerous goods, labeling 
KEYWORDS: ADR 
LINK: Google Play and App Store,  

https://kuljettajakoulutus.fi/adr-advisor/ 

DESCRIPTION: the game makes it easy and fun to train the transport unit with the 
correct markings of dangerous substances  

piece goods, 

bulk and  

tank transportation.  

A large number of completed tasks and the possibility of free practice.  

TYPE: an application for mobile devices 

LANGUAGE: Finnish 

 

Firds aid 
 

COMPETENCE: Managing risk and emergencies 

KEYWORDS: First aid 

LINK: http://www.primerosauxiliosfaciles.es/ 

DESCRIPTION: First aid easy 

 

https://kuljettajakoulutus.fi/adr-advisor/
http://www.primerosauxiliosfaciles.es/
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FatSecret 
 

 
 

COMPETENCE: Managing the well being of the LGV driver 

KEYWORDS: Diet, Calorie Tracker, Exercise Tracker, Weight Tracker 

LINK:  
https://www.fatsecret.com/ 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fatsecret.android  
 

DESCRIPTION: Keeps track of food intake, exercise and weight, with access to a 
comprehensive food and nutrition database and support community. Allows users to 
connect with a global community of people looking to manage a healthy body weight.  

EDUCATIONAL USES: Trainers can address the importance of managing a healthy body 
weight. Explain the concept of energy in and energy out and how they affect a healthy 
body weight. Meal ideas, Food diary and exercise calendar. Trainers can demonstrate 
how these apps work for overall driver well being and how to identify the key 
components that the LGV driver will benefit from. 

TYPE: Mobile App Android phones and tablets, iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Windows 
phones and Blackberry phones 

LANGUAGE: Multiple European and World Languages 
COST: free 

   

https://www.fatsecret.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fatsecret.android
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2.6 Safety at work 
 

This area deals with safety during the different work activities (loading, driving, unloading) and 

includes subtopics such as regulation compliance, transport schedules (driver's working and 

rest time), safely loading and unloading, safely driving, security devices. 

Partners have identified some apps and games useful in this area. 

 

Road And Traffic Signs Test  
 

  

COMPETENCE: Understanding rules and signage on the road 
KEYWORDS: traffic sign, quiz 

LINK:  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.threeonethree.trafficsignpracticet
est 

DESCRIPTION: road and traffic signs test is a free app for preparation of driving license 
test and also you can learn the road and traffic signs as this is very important for all 
drivers. The app contains all the major road and traffic signs. Each sign has three 
options in which one is correct.  

EDUCATIONAL USES: learning road and traffic signs 

TYPE: mobile app 

RUNNING OS: Android 

COST: Free 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Trucker Timer 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.threeonethree.trafficsignpracticetest
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.threeonethree.trafficsignpracticetest
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COMPETENCE: this app helps drivers to control their driving and resting hours.  

KEYWORDS: control, driver, vehicle, time, rest, app 

LINK: http://www.truckertimer.com.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/ 

DESCRIPTION: TruckerTimer is the only application designed specifically for truck 
drivers in the UK and Europe that will help them track their driving hours and alert 
them to impending fatigue violations. TruckerTimer is designed to keep them legal 
within the many complex rules of the EU driver's hours regulations 
 

DGT 
 

  

COMPETENCE: real-time information of the state of the roads and accidents 

KEYWORDS: Driving, security 

LINK: http://www.dgt.es/es/app-movil.shtml 

DESCRIPTION: a useful and simple tool to help the driver, who pays special attention to 
your safety, with which you can save your most used routes to know the incidents that 
exist on the road; in addition to access official traffic cameras, radar location and traffic 
information whenever you want. Direct access to emergency number 112 and audible 
warning of serious accidents. 

 

 
 
 

Driving with Safety Technologies 

 
COMPETENCE: Understanding the design function of vehicle safety technologies 

KEYWORDS: Blind Spots, Lane Departure Warning, Advanced Cruise Control,  
Forward Collision Warning and Camera technology 

http://www.truckertimer.com.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/
http://www.dgt.es/es/app-movil.shtml
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LINK: https://cmvdrivingsafety.org/modules/safety-systems/ 

DESCRIPTION: Power Point presentation on in vehicle safety technologies 

EDUCATIONAL USES: Trainees will access the key safety features employed in  
vehicles and understand their use, misuse and limitations. 

TYPE: Online PowerPoint 

COST: Free 
LANGUAGE: English   

https://cmvdrivingsafety.org/modules/safety-systems/
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3. Generic tools for trainers 
In this section we describe a number of tools that a trainer can use for different activities: 

create and deliver interactive contents, manage the course, create apps and games, 

communicate and cooperate, etc. 

3.1 Interactive content authoring tools 
 

This category includes tools that offer a complete solution to create and deliver courses with 

textual and multimedia contents, links, animations, quizzes, narrations, or specific tools 

developed to produce a specific content type, e.g. quizzes, video, etc. 

Most of them produce responsive contents for different devices.  

Examples of complete solution tools include: 

H5P 
https://h5p.org/ 
H5P is an open source, community driven project to create richer online content and 
improve online learning experiences. H5P aims to facilitate sharing of accessible 
content and to make it easier for creators to deliver and publish their content. 
Free 

 

ISPRING Suite 
http://www.ispringsolutions.com/ 
It is a rapid learning authoring toolkit produced by iSpring for developing professional 
e-Learning courses in PowerPoint with embedded (or standalone) quizzes, surveys, and 
interactions. 
With License 

 

ARTICULATE 360 
https://www.articulate.com/ 
A powerful and intuitive software for creating interactive courses that work on every 
device. It's simple enough for beginners, yet powerful enough for experts. 
With License 

 
 
 

UDUTU – Authoring tool 
http://www.udutu.com/ 
Powerful, Full-Featured Online eLearning Authoring Tool with Pre-Designed Templates, 
Multimedia Supports, SCORM Compliant, Power Points upload 
 

https://h5p.org/
http://www.ispringsolutions.com/
https://www.articulate.com/
http://www.udutu.com/
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While these tools are ideal solutions to produce various typologies of interactive contents, if 
the trainer needs to create specific material, there are ad-hoc solutions. 
 

For instance, there are authoring tools specifically developed for interactive video creation, 

Ivideo education (http://ivideo.education/ivideo/login.jsp), Vidzor (https://vidzor.com/), Video 

path (http://videopath.com/). 

For quiz creation an interesting application is Socrative (https://www.socrative.com/), a tool 
that allows the trainer to instantly connect with students and assess them with prepared 
quizzes or on-the-fly questions. 
 
For screen cast a useful tool is CAMTASIA  (https://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html) or one 
of its free alternatives. 

 
Finally, there are tools that enable the trainer to create apps and games without technical 
knowledge. An example is MOBINCUBE (https://www.mobincube.com/), a Free App Maker for 
smartphones and tablets. 
 

3.2 Learning Management Systems (LMS) 
The LMS (Learning Management Systems) are software applications used to plan, implement 
an online course. Typically, a LMS provides a trainer with a way to create and deliver content, 
monitor learners participation and assess student performance. A LMS may also provide 
learners with the ability to use interactive features such as threaded discussions, video 
conferencing, and discussion forums. 
One of the most widespread is Moodle (https://moodle.org/), a free and open-source learning 
management system.  

 

3.3 Tools for communication and cooperation 
Most of the current LMS already include communication and cooperation tools. However, 
there are other tools specifically developed for this purpose: web 2.0 tools such as social 
networks (LinkedIn, Facebook, Google+ or Twitter), wikis and blogs can be used for 
communication, information sharing, and cooperative editing of documents. 

4. Conclusions 
In this report we have analyzed different mobile learning technologies that can be used to train 

professional LCV drivers. 

We have identified existing apps and games for LCV drivers training, collected through the 
Google+ online bookmarking system; we have also presented generic tools and platforms for 
trainers to create and deliver interactive material, manage courses, etc. Some of these tools 
will be used to create interactive educational resources for Output 3. 
 

https://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html
https://www.mobincube.com/
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These technologies will provide support to VET providers and trainers in their courses for 
professional LCV drivers and will support LCV drivers in their autonomous learning process. 


